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CONDOLENCES: 
 

 
 

“The shouting and the tumult dies; the Captains and the Kings depart”… At the end of the 10 days 
of official mourning Ceremonial splendour in London gave way to a quiet family funeral in Windsor 
as Britain bade farewell to her longest-reigning monarch. Tributes to Her Majesty continue to pour 
in from around the world. The public formed a monster queue for days – the most British way 
imaginable to honour a Beloved Sovereign... The Family vigil at Westminster Hall included 
grandchildren... The Prince and Princess of Wales visited a sea of flowers left for the Queen at the 
main gates to Sandringham House, - William told well-wishers that walking behind his grandmother's 
coffin brought back memories of his mother Diana’s funeral. Speaking to crowds, the Prince spoke 
of how "difficult” the day had been. One mourner told the emotional Prince she was close to tears, 
to which he replied: "Don't cry now - you'll start me."  
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Royal Air Force personnel are proud of their role in the ceremonial events following the death of Her 
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II. 
 

RAF TRIBUTE: 
https://www.raf.mod.uk/news/articles/the-chief-of-the-air-staff-pays-tribute-to-her-majesty-queen-elizabeth-ii/  
 
RAFA TRIBUTE: 
 

The RAF Association was immensely honoured when Her Majesty followed in her father His Majesty 
King George VI’s footsteps to become the royal patron of the Association in 1952. As our patron, we 
will be forever grateful for the contribution Her Majesty made and our thoughts and sympathies 
continue to be with the Royal Family at this difficult time. Our online book of condolence will be open 
until the end of Royal Mourning, if you would like us to add your condolences to those, we will be 
sending to His Majesty The King, please do so below. 
 

“Dear friend, 
On learning of the death of our Patron, Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, it was with great sadness 
that I formally passed on the deepest condolences of the members and employees of the Royal Air 
Forces Association to His Majesty The King and the Royal Family. I was also humbled to represent 
the Royal Air Forces Association at Her Majesty's funeral and proud to know that our National 
Standard Bearer, Shawn Marston, was carrying our Standard. Her Majesty served her nation and 
Commonwealth with great patience, wisdom and dedication and, as a Patron of our charity since 
1952, we will particularly feel her loss”. 
Air Marshal Sir Baz North KCB OBE President, Royal Air Forces Association 
 
GREETINGS: 
 

State funeral invitations evidence of "project kowtow all over again"... the possibility of “undiplomatic 
incidents” amongst the 500 assorted world leaders fortunately did not materialise… the whole event 
worked as planned apart from elderly mourners suffering from dehydration and falling over after 
standing in the 24 hour queue... “no eye contact, no warmth” – William and Harry together but apart... 
Liz Truss has her work cut out as inflation and fuel costs soar… UK Lifts fracking ban... Ukraine 210 
days on – driving out the invader... "the story of freedom fighting back”... has Putin shot his bolt?... 
Isolated and unhinged Putin waits on Beijing for help… threatens nuclear attacks... Russian soldier 
exposing the horrors of life in Putin’s invading army... new conscription laws... routed Russians 
abandon T72 tanks in face of sweeping Ukrainian advances… Nadal’s moving retirement message 
to Federer... 20th Bledisloe Cup win to the All Blacks... Nigel Owens supports the French Referee’s 
ruling on Wallabies time-wasting that cost them the match… remember the dramatics from White? 
Karma… no further comment yet on Red Arrows allegations of ill-discipline. 
It’s all happening… Ramaphosa comes home early… but loadshedding continues haphazardly… 
Police raids in Joburg CBD motivated by extortion... the “Don of Tembisa”... Jagersfontein families 
file lawsuits... Adv Teffo debarred... “Senzo and Zandie Khumalo had sexual relationship”...  Meyiwa 
took out life cover and Kelly Khumalo was beneficiary... Dali Mpofu’s misplaced remarks further ruin 
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his credibility and public standing... Mkhwebane in bid for the recusal of chair... former SAPS 
Commissioner Phahlane and Crime Intelligence big fish arrested for tender fraud… Fire truck used 
as taxi... Bushbuckridge Municipal Buildings torched… homes of foreign nationals torched in 
Plettenberg Bay… Imizamo Yethu in Hout Bay torched (again)… Kriel coal conveyor torched... 
Berario Scout Hall wrecked, roof collapsed, nobody inside... Private operators increasingly taking 
over functions from incompetent State –education, health, security, postal services... snow and 
heavy rain made landfall in parts of SA this week... 

 
CENTENARY MEMORIAL SERVICE: LEST WE FORGET: 
 

 
 

A Memorial Service commemorating the Centenary of the first fatal military aircraft accident in South 
Africa on 18 September 1922 was held last Sunday on the Irene Dairy Farm. In attendance were Mr 
Adrian van der Byl, Proprietor of the Irene Dairy Farm and associated enterprises, Maj Gen M.B. 
Songqushwa, representing Chief of the Air Force, and Col Mike Louw (Retd) National President 
SAAFA. Members of the SAAF, SAAFA and RAFA joined representatives of the Van der Byl family 
gathered at the Irene Dairy Farm, near Centurion, where Captain Van der Byl lost his life as his 
aircraft crashed on the farm while he was performing aerobatics. 
Chief Director of Air Policies and Plans Major-General Mbukeli Songqushwa and retired SA Air Force 
Association president Colonel Mike Louw paid tribute to Van der Byl, who lost his life in the first 
SAAF crash after its formation in 1920. Four generations of the family and friends paid their respects 
and said they wondered what life and the family tree would have been like if the crash had not 
claimed Van der Byl’s life. 
Songqushwa noted that the SAAF celebrated 102 years of aviation heritage in February 2022, and 
through those years many aviators came, soared, and conquered the skies. Among them was 
Captain Van der Byl, who died with Lieutenant Edward Armstrong Stuart of the SA Mounted Rifles. 
Family member Adrian van der Byl said the incident occurred 100 years ago on a quiet morning at 
7.20 when there was no wind, and the aircraft was probably 1 500 feet high. He said in some respects 
it probably was not a surprise because the Avro 504 aircraft was manufactured just 16 years after 
the Wright brothers researched and developed the first successful powered aircraft. “He certainly 
pulled the manoeuvres that they say he did as his family in the form of his mother, his cousins and 
uncles and aunt, witnessed the whole event from their farmhouse, which you cannot see now 
because is situated 250m beyond the trees.” He said the commemoration was also for Stuart, who 
was Van der Byl’s friend and passenger. Adding to the sadness, Van der Byl was the last remaining 
child as his mother had previously lost her other son and daughter. “We were told she never really 
recovered after that incident.” 
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DAMBUSTERS COMMEMORATED: 
 

 
 

A STUNNING 3D picture of a 617 Squadron Lancaster – to be sold to raise funds for a 
commemorative stained-glass window for the famous Dambusters Sqn – is to be auctioned by top 
firm Bonhams. The framed artwork, known as a lenticular, shows the iconic aircraft over Beachy 
Head and will be auctioned at the Goodwood Revival event in Chichester later this month. Malcolm 
Barber, co-chairman of Bonhams, said: “We are delighted to be offering this fantastic, unique work 
in aid of this most worthy cause.” The picture has been donated by 617 Sqn Ambassador Jim Dooley, 
lead vocalist of The Dooleys – who notched up 17 million record sales in the late Seventies and 
early Eighties. Jim and business partner Mark Montgomery run Living Pictures, which produces 3D 
lenticular wall art from Jim’s photographs, making an image animated. Jim said: “It’s a totally unique 
item – the aircraft moves across the sky whilst the background stays still.” The framed artwork also 
features the signatures of eight 617 Sqn veterans – John Bell, George ‘Johnny’ Johnson, Leonard 
Cheshire, Lawrence ‘Benny’ Goodman, Tony Iveson, Gordon Hawthorn, Ray Grayson and Colin 
Cole. Jim added: “It was due to be auctioned this summer at the RAF Club in London but 
unfortunately that couldn’t go ahead due to the rail strikes.” The memorial window will be placed in 
Scampton church – RAF Scampton was the home of 617 Squadron, from where they flew their most 
famous mission, Operation Chastise. This year marks 617 Sqn’s 80th anniversary. Jim added: “Any 
extra funds raised through the auction will go towards two Guy Gibson flying scholarships for the 
disadvantaged, which cost £3,500 each, and had to be postponed for the past few years due to the 
coronavirus pandemic.” The Goodwood Revival is now sold out but if you’re interested in bidding for 
the Lancaster lenticular: email: fundraiser617@outlook.com or contact Bonhams: bonhams.com 
for details. 
 
ESKOM OUTLOOK: 
 

 
Camden Power Station near Ermelo 
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Eskom’s main control centre 'Prepare to live with power cuts for another 5-10 years': expert "It's not 
just next year, we will be seeing load shedding for the next five to ten years. So, I suggest that people 
find a different route to get power and not rely on Eskom."  Wasanga Mehana was joined by Matthew 
Cruise - energy expert at Hohm Energy to talk about what the latest Eskom breakdowns suggest for 
the power situation in the country - the energy expert predicts that South Africans will contend with 
power cuts for another 10 years - He's raised concerns about breakdowns at newer power stations 
compared to older ones. South Africans should prepare to live with power cuts for the next ten years. 
That's the gloomy forecast from this energy expert - who has been commenting on the latest round 
of rolling blackouts hitting the country. After a short respite in power outages, Eskom went into crisis 
mode this week as three generating units at the Kendal and Tutuka power station malfunctioned, 
and another unit's return at Camden power station got delayed. A further breakdown of a 
generational unit each at Kendal and Majuba due to boiler tube leaks created further constraints 
according to Eskom. With 16 669MW of capacity unavailable due to breakdowns, Eskom escalated 
its initial stage two and three load shedding to stage four. Wasanga Mehana spoke to Matthew 
Cruise - energy expert at Hohm Energy to talk about what the latest Eskom breakdowns really 
mean.” “What's concerning to me is that these breakdowns are happening at power stations that are 
not the oldest stations. These breakdowns are happening with boiler-tube leaks and it takes time to 
get to the place where it's broken down. The tubes inside the boiler are getting eroded and the 
designs of the power stations are bad themselves.” “You need to shut down the unit for at least six 
weeks to repair the tube leaks. So these units are not coming back up any time soon. These issues 
are going to continue for the next year as they have for the last 10 years”. While Eskom has some 
dedicated and hardworking engineers and technicians "who want to keep the lights on", they are 
working in a constrained environment. There's a lack of skills to assist the team and they don't often 
have a budget. Ramaphosa has said they would put a budget in place, but we will only see that in a 
year's time”. Cruise explained that Eskom has plans to shut down five old power stations, which will 
not be replaced by the power generation coming online. “It's not just next year, we will be seeing 
load shedding for the next five to ten years. So I suggest that people find a different route to get 
power and not rely on Eskom”. 
Matthew Cruise, energy expert at Hohm Energy  http://www.capetalk.co.za 15 September 2022 9:40 AM 
 
CHANGE AND DECAY IN ALL AROUND I SEE... 
 

 
The roof of the Berario Scout Hall has collapsed after years of neglect. 

The property owned by the Johannesburg Property Company (JPC) has in recent years been 
mismanaged and allowed to fall into a state of disrepair. A sad sight for those of us who were, or 
were involved with the Scouts in years gone by when Berario had a thriving Scout Group. The 
building dates back to the 60s and was once a place of much community activity and benefit. 
Recently it has been left virtually abandoned where homeless have slept, and informal use of it has 
not been monitored. Ward 88 Councilor Nicolene Jonker said, “About two weeks before the Berario 
Scouts hall roof collapsed, I requested JPC to have a meeting on all city-owned properties in Ward 
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88. I am relieved nobody was hurt when the roof collapsed and would like to thank the Fairland 
police, private security companies and our community for acting so fast and efficiently on the matter. 
It is really appreciated.” Fairland CPF public relations officer Mike Styer commented, “The old 
Berario Scout Hall has become a safety concern with the roof collapsing. There is still a portion of 
the roof intact that is also in danger of falling and needs to be removed. The use of the building 
needs to be reviewed and if it is not viable to be restored, the building should be demolished due to 
safety concerns.” 

BATTLE FOR UKRAINE: 
 

        
 

The recently released Ukrainian video begins with the Dunkirk beach scene from the film Atonement, 
the soldiers’ stirring rendition of “Dear Lord and Father of Mankind” until it transitions to several 
hundred Ukrainian troops, singing the country’s national anthem in the open air, ahead of last week’s 
successful Kharkiv offensive. Life may be trying to imitate art, but in this case, there is no clearer 
demonstration of Ukrainian national morale as the war heads towards the end of its seventh month. 
The unprovoked attack by their larger neighbour has unleashed a patriotic mobilisation that is having 
a transformational effect on the battlefield. There is a stark contrast with the Russian defenders. 
Faced with a lightning Ukrainian attack that cut off the strategic city of Izium a week ago, some 
departed in haste, abandoning tanks and equipment and engaging in looting generators, 
telephones, and computers as they nominally withdrew from the frontline. “Morale,” says Jack 
Watling, a land warfare expert at the Royal United Services Institute military thinktank, “is the most 
important factor for ground forces.” “It is not just about how soldiers feel about their prospects relative 
to the enemy, it’s also about the experiences they have recently had and how they are anticipating 
into the future.” On one side is an army – Ukraine’s – that considers itself to be fighting for the cause 
of national liberation. Having beaten off the Russians from Kyiv and pushed them back in 
Kharkiv, Ukraine increasingly believes it will one day win the war, helped by western intelligence, 
financing and above all artillery and other fresh munitions. Morale cannot be detached from the wider 
military and political context, but it is also an important component to both. Reports from visiting 
wounded Ukrainian soldiers frequently emphasise that many want, if at all possible, to return to the 
front line, and say that the fight against Russia is necessary, despite what has happened to them. 
Set against them are the Russian invaders, a mixture of elite soldiers, recent recruits, and lightly 
armed and sometimes conscripted separatists who are often reluctant to fight outside their home 
provinces of Donetsk and Luhansk, many of whom are exhausted having fought constantly, without 
rotation, now for six-plus months. While Ukraine has quietly trained large numbers of troops from its 
initial mobilisation, and replenished them with western-supplied weapons, Russia has done so far 
less and the US says, is now buying munitions from North Korea. Winter is coming and how well 
each side is prepared will be critical. “The Russians have poor morale, poor camaraderie, a lack of 
confidence in their command from the beginning. Most soldiers were not told a war was starting and 
many things they were told about Ukrainians were wrong,” Watling said. Since then, there have been 
repeated examples of reluctance by some Russian soldiers to fight, and the difficulties Moscow has 
in recruiting. Russia would not be the first great power to be humbled by a smaller but more 
determined opponent in recent history. The Taliban ultimately regained power in Afghanistan last 
year because the US no longer had the appetite to fight a long, grinding war against an opponent 
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not ready to concede. War can come down to which side is willing to sustain the most casualties 
if a quick victory cannot be obtained. Even Ukraine and its western supporters, though, have at times 
been surprised by the national determination to fight. As the war began, US officials feared that Kyiv 
could fall within days; at the very least western officials expected the city to be encircled. Senior 
Ukrainians in government have reported their surprise at how diligently orders were carried out, 
with one telling the Washington Post that since the invasion officials had “worked more efficiently 
than ever.” Ideology, religion and nationalism all help win wars but a sense of justice is important 
too. Fresh reports that 440 bodies were discovered at a single burial site near Izium are likely to be 
the beginning of grim revelations about the reality of Russian occupation – and will in turn act as a 
motivator for troops and others in Ukraine. Already visitors to Ukraine are often given a tour by 
politicians of the mass burial site in Bucha, north-west of Kyiv, to try to win them to the defenders’ 
cause. The Guardian - more at https://twitter.com/DefenceU 
 
THE COURT JESTER: 
 

One of our guests at the Battle of Britain Lunch was Guy Martin, who served as a Harrier pilot in the 
RAF in the 1980’s. He recounted the story of his first meeting with Her Majesty the Queen:                                   
“I graduated from RAF Cranwell on 24th July 1981 and ultimately came 4th out of 120 officer cadets. 
The Reviewing Officer was HM the Queen herself and the top 5 were selected to be presented to 
her in person. The Monarch is the highest-ranking officer in the British military. Two weeks before 
our meeting, the five of us were given a booklet to study, called, "Etiquette in the presence of the 
Monarchy." There were countless nuances to be learned and adhered to: not speaking unless 
spoken to, never to touch her, when to bow, how to bow, when to call her "Your Majesty" and when 
to call her "Ma'am" (pronounced as 'ham' vs 'mum', which had been our custom with senior WRAF 
officers up until then). The one that caught me out eventually was more an error in the guidance of 
the booklet's stipulations itself: 'Do not patronise her. She is extraordinarily military-savvy and knows 
more than you do with her decades of experience as Head of all Services'. This set me up for an 
embarrassing faux pas. After the formal graduation ceremony on the parade ground, the big moment 
arrived inside the main college anteroom. I was terrified as the Royal trumpeters announced her 
entrance through the big CHOM (College Hall Officer's Mess) dome as a deafening blast of noise. I 
was first up as she entered the room and the first thing that struck me was how short and seemingly 
frail she was. But she stared at me with an intimidating fixed gaze as she shuffled toward me. "Officer 
Cadet Martin (already she got that wrong as she had commissioned me 20 minutes before), tell me 
in your own words the highlights of your experience at this institution." I rattled off some nervous 
details, though there was a bursting passion to ask her about Charles's and Diana's wedding, due 
five days later. I genuinely wanted to know and have an authentic human conversation. But alas I 
was confined to only answering questions. Then I bombed when she asked me which branch I was 
going into. "GDP Ma'am (perfectly pronounced like 'ham')" was my reply. She became visibly 
annoyed and retorted, "Don't talk in riddles, I don't understand ".  "General Duties Pilot" was my 
sheepish reply. We always used acronyms and if memory of the booklet served, she knows more 
than us. I thought I wasn't supposed to patronise her. Definitely a disconnect between the booklet's 
guidelines and the real world. After she moved on, Jeff Smithson, my Flight Commander, whispered 
in my ear that I could always become the Court Jester if I failed at flying: the “Talk in riddles” 
reference. What a privilege to have had such a special connection, with all its twists and turns. I had 
endless respect for her - as did everyone within the British military establishment - without exception.  
End of an era! 
 
BULLISH MINSTER OPENS AAD 2022: 
 

Minister of Defence and Military Veterans Thandi Modise opened the three-day trade fair – the 
biggest of its kind in Africa – saying AAD was a unique platform allowing the SANDF and other 
militaries to showcase their capabilities while letting defence agencies from the continent and 
beyond meet with defence industries to reflect on developments in the security sector and look for 
solutions for possible future threats.  
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CHEERS FOR TODAY: 
 

The Syringa trees are in full blossom... but there’s still the possibility of some cold ahead… and the 
Jacarandas are blushing mauve… 
Many of us will have spent many hours in the last week watching the unfolding Ceremonial of the 
late Queen’s Lying in State and Funeral in Westminster Abbey and Windsor, with full coverage on 
BBC, Sky or ITV channels. Thanks to David Haggie who hosted a Commemoration Service and 
viewing at Glenshiel. 
Our next Members lunch will be on Friday 7 October 12h30 for 13h00 at Wanderers... As normal, 
limited wine will be available on the table. Price remains R250 per head and we request you to pay 
by EFT to our account - Nedbank - Melrose Arch - Br: 19 66 05 - Account 19 66 278 063. Use your 
name and “October Lunch” as reference, please... Please also note that we are committed to pay 
for the number of meals booked. Look forward to seeing as many as possible... 
And so... balmy Spring days, blossoms, the promise of rain and beautiful sunsets to enjoy, 
(especially when the power is off) together with this edition of Ramblings... and the Obituary to Her 
Majesty, with full TV coverage on BBC and Sky of the events leading up to the State Funeral on 
Monday. 
 
TAILPIECE: 
 

The bad news is that time flies… the good news is that you’re the pilot… 
 

In alcohol’s defence, I’ve done some pretty dumb s**t while completely sober as well… 
 

Imagine that your credit card declined at the tattoo shop… and they bring out the sandpaper… 
 

Heavy rain forecast for this week… please use permanent markers for your eyebrow lining… 
 

This morning, during a power cut, I was beaten up by a well-endowed lady in a lift... I was staring at 
her chest when she said: “Would you please press one?” So I did...I don’t remember much after 
that... 
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END OF AN ERA: “THE MOUNTAIN FELL DOWN” 
(Inscription on the Memorial to King Mzilikazi kaMatshobana of the Amandebele Nation -  9 
September 1868) 
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Windsor Castle on the evening of 9 September 2022 
 
Rob Tannahill sent in a great pictorial Tribute Compilation to Her late Majesty from Country Life: 
https://www.countrylife.co.uk/news/rare-pictures-queen-prince-philip-
169771?fbclid=IwAR2BaMYuW8T5k29b1dlcQ3jdWG0n_DP9BAsJuHNvVS2y0Czyfy5MiNGzGCo 
 

 


